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Introduction and statement of results. Let

(i) ti < £2 < • • • < &

be k given real numbers, and n a non-negative integer. Let the function S be

defined in each of the intervals (— °°, £0, [£1, £2), • • • , [£&, ») by a separate

polynomial of degree not exceeding n, so that the composite function S be

continuous together with its first n — 1 derivatives (no continuity require-

ment for « = 0). S(n) is a step-function with (possible) discontinuities at the

points (1). A function S of this kind is called a spline function [7] of class

(n, k), the points (1) being referred to as its knots.

It is convenient to introduce the notation

(x,       x^:0
(2) x+ = { ~     ,

lO,        x < 0

in terms of which the most general spline function of class (n, k) with knots

(1) may be written as

(3) S(x) = Pn(x) + 2Z p.(* - £0",
v-l

where Pn is a polynomial of degree at most n and the p„ are arbitrary num-

bers. Thus S depends on « + 2ft + l arbitrary parameters.

Conventions. Throughout the remainder of this paper it is to be understood

that «=T, k^O, whenever these symbols are used, unless the contrary is

stated. We agree to take (0)+ = l, (x)°+ = 0 for x<0.

A monospline of class (n, k) with knots (1) is a function M of the form

(4) M(x) = xn + S(x),

where S is a spline function of class (n— 1, k) with knots (1). Thus a mono-

spline of class (n, k) depends on n + 2k parameters.

Among all polynomials of degree n with leading coefficient one, the

Tchebycheff polynomial F„ [5, p. 36] defined by

(5) Tn(x) = 2-("-1) cos(»arccosz), -1 ^ * g 1,
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deviates least from zero on the interval [—1, l]. The maximum absolute

deviation is clearly 2_(n-1), and it is achieved at the re + 1 points x = cos(ir//re),

O^jgre, with alternating signs. We investigate here the existence, unique-

ness, and properties of monosplines of class (re, k) which deviate least from

zero on [—1, l]. Letting M*ft denote any such monospline of class (re, k) we

have

(6) M*n,o = T„,

since a monospline of class (re, 0) is a polynomial of degree n with leading

coefficient one.

It is shown in §2 that a monospline of class (re, k) can have at most re -\-2k

zeros. Thus a monospline of class (re, k), n*z3, being proportional to the inte-

gral of a continuous monospline of class (re — 1, k), can have at most re + 2k — 1

relative extrema. This limitation holds also for re = l, re = 2. The main results

obtained in this paper are contained in the following two theorems.

Theorem 1. Given any set of numbers {ei, ■ ■ ■ , en+2k-i}, such that

en+ik-i < en+ik-2,       en+ik-i < en+2k-\, • • • ,
re + 2k 2i 2,

en+2k— 2 >  en+ik-i, en+2k-4 >  en+2k-i,  •   ■   •  ,

there exists a monospline Mn,k of class in, k) which has the e, as its relative ex-

trema, in the given order. That is, for re St 2 there is a sequence xx<x2< • • •

<xn+ik-i such that Mn,kixi) =e„, 1 £v^n + 2k — 1, and that the ev are the relative

extrema of Mn,k. For w = l, there is a sequence xx<x2< • • • <xk such that

Milkix, — )=e2v-i, Mi,kix,-\-)=e2„ l^v^k, and that the e, are the relative ex-

trema of Mi,k.

Theorem 2. For each in, k) there exists a unique monospline M*it of class

in, k) which deviates least from zero on [—1, l]. For w2t2, M*ik achieves its

maximum absolute deviation, with alternating signs, at precisely n-\-2k-\-l

points of [—1, l], including both end-points, and this condition determines

M*t uniquely.

It is to be noted that the family S„_x,fc of (re—1, &)-splines is not solvent

(for &>0) in the sense of Motzkin [4]. For, since Sn_x,& is an (re + 2k)-para-

metric family of continuous functions (for re>l), any member 5 of this

family such that 5(-l-f-2e/(w-l-2fc-l)) = (-1)', v = 0, 1, • • • , n + 2k-l,
would necessarily have at least n-\-2k—l zeros, whereas such a function 5

can have at most n+k — 1 zeros by Theorem 4. Furthermore, the subfamilies

S^_lit of (re — 1, &)-splines which are bounded in absolute value by N in some

fixed interval are not closed, as is easily seen by considering the sequence

5n-Ux) =       m      \(x +-X    - (x - -Y   1,      » - 2,3, ... ,
2(re — 1) LA        m/+        \        m/+  J
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for any fixed integer n> 1. Each S^hi is an element of S„_1|2, and | S£™ lj2(x) |

^(3/2)»-2, -lgx^l.but

S(x) =  lim Sn-i,2(x) = (*)+

is not an element of S„_i,2 (but rather of S„-2,2). Hence we may not appeal to

the results of [4] in proving the above theorems. We are indebted to the

referee for calling our attention to this reference.

The above theorems are proved in §3. For polynomials, k = 0, Theorem 1

is a special case of a theorem of MacLane [3, pp. 100, 101 ]. A qualitative

result of a similar nature is obtained by Kempner [2], where it is shown that

the relative magnitudes of the maxima and the minima of a polynomial with

a maximal number of extrema may be prescribed arbitrarily, subject to the

necessary alternation of maxima and minima.

In §1 we construct the functions M*t for n = 1, 2, 3, and 4, using Theorem

2 for n = 3 and 4, and offer a short proof of the existence of a monospline of

class (n, 1) having n + 3 absolutely equal extrema in [—1, l]. In §2 we discuss

the zeros of spline functions and monosplines. In §4 we investigate the mag-

nitude of the absolute deviation from zero of M*k in [—1, l].

1. Explicit formulas. We consider the problem of constructing the mono-

spline M*k of class (n, k) which deviates least from zero in [—1, l], for

arbitrary k and small values of n. When we speak of the scaled (Tchebycheff)

polynomial t„ appropriate to an interval [a, b] ,we refer to the polynomial

(b - a\"     Vlx - (b + a)~\
(7) r"(*K—)r"L      b-a       ]' ^^b-

The cases n = 1 and n — 2 are particularly simple, by the following reason-

ing. The interval [ — 1, l] is subdivided into r+l^k+1 subintervals by the

r^k knots of M*K which lie in [—1, l]. In each of these subintervals M*it

cannot deviate less from zero than does the scaled polynomial rn appropriate

to that interval. Hence it is clear that, if the k knots be so chosen as to sub-

divide [—1, l] into k + 1 equal subintervals, and if the scaled polynomials

t„ appropriate to these intervals join smoothly enough at the knots that the

composite function be a monospline, then this monospline is the function

M*,t, whose existence and uniqueness are thereby proved.

(a) For n = 1 there are no continuity requirements, so the above condi-

tions can surely be satisfied. The function M*t is easily seen to be given by

M*i.k(x) = —— Ti[(k + l)x - k],       -f- ^ x,
k+1 k+1

* / 2;   \ *     ^ k - 1
(8) MiJx - T^-) = Mi,k(x),       —-^x<l, l£i£*-i,

\        k + 1/ k + 1

* * k — 1
Mi,k(-x) = - Mi,k(x),       ——— < *.

K+1
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(b) For re = 2, the separate parabolic arcs of M*tt must join continuously

at the end-points of the subintervals determined by the knots £y. Since

^( — 1) = 7"2(1), this requirement is fulfilled by the appropriately scaled poly-

nomials r2. Thus the function M*,t is given by

#*.*(*) =-T2\ik + l)x - k],       —-^ x,
,V '      ik+l)2 k + 1

* / 2/   \ * k - 1
(9) M2,k[x - -J-+-J = M2,kix),       —- g x < 1, 1 £ j £ k - 1,

* * k — 1
M2,ki—x) = M2,kix), < x.

k -\- 1

(c) The above device will not work for « = 3, since T3i — 1) = — T3(l),

and a direct construction seems difficult. However, Theorem 2 provides

enough additional information about M$it to permit us to determine it rather

easily. Instead, we shall verify that

M*3kix) =-T3\-|(h-3"2V *|1,
((3»V2)* + 1)»     \ 2  L\ 3        / A)

k- 1

k + (2/3)31'2 ~ *'

k-l k+l
-^ x <-,        1 ^ j ^ k - 1,
k + (2/3)31'2 k + (2/3)31'2

MU-x) = - MUx),       4+*(2^31/1 < X-

First of all, noting that the absolutely equal extrema of T3(y) are located

at y= ±1 and y= ±1/2, we see that ilT|t(x) has absolutely equal extrema

at the points

k + (l/3)31'2

* ~~ k + (2/3)31'2 '

Hence, M*tt has two absolutely equal extrema in each of the intervals

k - 2/ - 1 k - 2/ + 1
-< x ^-, 0 < j < k,
k + (2/3)31'2 k + (2/3)3x'2

and one more at each of the points +1, making 2fe+4 in all. According to

Theorem 2, if we can show that
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♦ (,)/ k- 2j - 1      \ *(i)/ k - 2j - 1      \
Mz,k(-) = M3k(---hi, O^j < k- l,i= 0,1,

\k+(2/3)31'2    / \k + (2/3)31'2    / J

it will follow that M*it is correctly defined by (10). Hence it is enough to show

that

which is clearly the case since F3' is an even function and F3(+ (1/2)31/2) =0.

(d) For w = 4 we again appeal to Theorem 2 in verifying that M*tt is

correctly defined by

* 1                    (21/2                            1          k — 1
Mi,k(x) =-TA-[(« + 21'2)* -k]\ ,     - < x,

((l/2)2xl2k +1Y      \ 2   L' JJ        k+ 2X>2

* /               2 j     \           *                   k- 1                   K+1
Mi,k I a;-) = Mi,k(x),       -^ x <->

(11) \        k+21'2/ k+21'2 k+21'2

1 £ j' £ ft - 1,

Mi,k(-x) = Mt,k(x), < x.

Since the absolutely equal extrema of Fj(y) are located at y = 0, y = + 21/2/2,

and y = +1, we see that M%>t has absolutely equal extrema at the points

k k±l

' k+21'2 '      X~    k+21'2 '

Hence, M*fk has two absolutely equal extrema in each of the intervals

k - 2 j - 1 k - 2/ + 1
-< z ^-> 0 < j <. k,

k + 21'2 k + 21'2 y        '

and one more at each of the points x= ±1, x= —(k + 1)/(k + 2112), making

2fe+5 in all. By Theorem 2, if we can show that

*(i) (k-2j- 1    \ ♦(,-) (k - 2j - 1    \

it will follow that M%k is correctly defined by (11). Hence it is enough to

show that

rl°(~2i/2) = T?(± 2>/2), i = 0, 1, 2;

these equations are satisfied, since Tt and Tf   are even functions, while

Fi(±(l/2)21'2)=0.
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It might be inferred from the foregoing that in all cases M*>t was made up

of pieces of the polynomial T„. In order for this to be so, it would have to be

true that

T? ix - b) = T^ix), 0g;|»-2,

for some pair (x, b) such that — l^x — 6^1, —l^x^l, b^O, and such a

pair does not exist for re 2:5. To see this, we may use the well known result

[j/?] w    (n - k\
(12) Tnix) =   £  (-1)*- )4-*x»-2*

*_o n — k\   k   /

to show that

_<»-5). ,      »! re(re-2)l re(re - 3)1
T„      (x) = — x6-x3 H-x, re 2t 5,

5! 4! 32

(n-3) n\ nin — 2)\
(13) Tn    \x) = — x8 - —-- x, re > 3,

3! 4 _

(n-2) re! re(re — 2)!
Tn    \x) = —x2 - —-   , re > 2,

2! 4 ~

By the third of these equations, in order that TJ^~2\x-b) = T^~2\x) we

must have bib — 2x) =0. If 6 = 2x, the equations to be satisfied are Tn]\—x)

= r^(x), 0^j^n-2. Since lt~3) and T^_6) are odd functions, we must

have 7lB_3)(x) = 7t~5)(x) =0. Now the nonzero roots of r<,n_3)(x) =0 are

/     3     y/»

X ~~ ± \2(re - 1)/    '

while those of T^~&) (x) =0 are

/2re- 7V'2 l1'2

\»-2/
x = ±   -

I 2(re - 1)

and there is no common solution. Hence 6 = 0, and the desired condition

cannot be satisfied.

It is of course possible to write down the equations which must be satis-

fied by M*jt as a consequence of Theorem 2, and these equations suffice in

principle to determine the solution completely. They are very cumbersome,

however, and no explicit formulas have been obtained for n 2i 5.

It may be of interest to note that the existence of a monospline of class

in, 1) having w+3 absolutely equal extrema in [—1, l] can be shown more

directly than via the argument of §3. Such a monospline must be the function

JlT*iX, by Theorem 2.
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In view of the uniqueness guaranteed by Theorem 2, such a function

must have its single knot £ at the origin, and must be even or odd according

as n is even or odd. We consider first the case n odd and ^3, and let

I    x"-x,        x^O,

(. — x" \       x < 0.

Let Qn be the Tchebycheffian approximation to/„ on [ — 1, 1 ] by a polynomial

of degree at most n + 1. ()„ is known to exist, be unique, and to be such that

fn — Qn has n+3 absolutely equal extrema on [—1, l] (see [5, pp. 25-32]).

Since/„ is odd and Qn is unique, Qn must itself be odd, and so

(n+i)/2 b_i b_x

(15) fn(x)   -   Qn(x)   =      2     Otij-lX + X"      ~2(~x)+    .
i-l

We assert that any^Q. For, if a„ = 0, then/n — Q„ is a spline function of

class (n — 1, 1), and as such can have at most n zeros (see Theorem 4), while

it is known to change sign at least n + 2 times. Hence we may divide by an,

obtaining the function Afn,i defined by

xn-i - 2(-x)l~'        <»Zi>'2ay_i
(16) Mn.i(x) = x» +-i-J+- +    £   — x2>-i

«» j-i      a„

having n+3 absolutely equal extrema in [—1, l]. It is easy to see that ex-

trema must occur at both points x= ±1, and thus Mn,i — M^tl. When n is

even, we approximate instead of /„ the function gn defined by gn(x) = \x\ B_1,

and proceed exactly as above.

We note also that, with the aid of equations (8)—(11) and the above dis-

cussion, we can determine the Tchebycheffian approximation Cn to the func-

tion hn defined by

*„(*) = *n_1 + (-l)"2(-*)r\ n - 2, 3, 4,

(called /„ or g„ above according as n was odd or even) on [ — 1, 1 ] by a poly-

nomial of degree at most n. The explicit formulas are:

(17) *,(*) =|*|, Ci(x) = x2 + -;
O

(x2, x^O /3 + 2(3"2)\ /4(3»'2) - 6\

(18> «*-{-*. .<•■ «*-(—i—)"+(^3—h

(19)   *«(*) = | x\*,      C*(x) = (1+42   \x* + (2X'2 - l)x2 - - (2X'2 - l)3.

2. The zeros of spline functions and monosplines. Let S be a spline func-

tion of class (n, k), n = 0, with knots (1), and assume for the moment that
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there is no interior interval in which 5 vanishes identically, i.e., if £x<x<£&

there is a deleted neighborhood iV* of x such that 5(<)^0 for all t in Nx.

Then, if x^^, 1 ̂ v^k, S has a zero of order rgre at x if and only if

(20) Six) = S'ix) = • • • = 5<^»(«) = 0,   5«(x) ^ 0.

The same definition will also be used when x = £„ for some l^v^k, provided

that r^re — 1. However, the case x = £„, r = n, requires special treatment. In

this event clearly

lAix — £0",        x < £„,
(21) Six) = \

(S(x-£0B,        x^Z„,

in some neighborhood of the point £„. We make the convention that

if AB > 0,       £v is a zero of order re;
(22)

if AB ^ 0,       £„ is a zero of order re + 1.

If there is a (maximal) interior interval [a, b] in which 5 vanishes identi-

cally, we assign to that interval a zero of whatever order the above definition

ascribes to the "composite point" {a, b} ii the interval is considered as being

shrunk to a point. Let S„ik denote an arbitrary spline function of class («, k),

and let ZiSn,k) denote the number of zeros of Sn,k, counting multiplicities as

above. Then

Theorem 3. £(5£t)2:Z(5Bl*)-l, where S^ix) = id/dx)Sn.kix).

Proof. In view of the above convention about maximal intervals of identi-

cal vanishing, it is enough to consider the case in which Sn,k has only isolated

zeros. If 5„,fc has a zero of order r„2:1 at each of the distinct points xv, 1 Sv

^m, then S'„tk has by definition a zero of order r, — 1 at each x„. If re2:2, S„tk

is continuous, and so has at least one zero in each of the m—\ intervals

(x„ x„+x), 1 ̂ v^m—1, by Rolle's theorem. If re = 1, |5X,*| has a maximum in

each interval (x„, x„+x), say at x = ty. (If there is a maximal subinterval

throughout which |5i,*| assumes its constant maximum value, let tv be the

left-hand endpoint of that subinterval.) Now S'lik is a spline function of class

(0, k), and S'jtkit, — )XS'likit,-\-)^0, using again the convention about inter-

vals of identical vanishing if necessary. Hence S'uk has a zero of order one at

t„ by definition. Thus in any case

m m

ZiSn.k) £ Z ir, - 1) + im - 1) = X) r, - 1 - Z(5.,4) - 1.
r-l ,=1

Theorem 4. ZiSn,k)^n+k, n2:0.

Proof. By re-fold application of Theorem 3 we find that Z(5„,j0 ^Z(5$)

+«. But Snnl is a spline function of class (0, k), and as such can clearly have

no more zeros than knots. Hence Z(5j$) g£, Z(Sn,k) ^n+k.
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Thus we have Z(Sn,k) gZ(S„,t) + l ^ • • • gZ(SJ$)+n£n+k. Hence, if

Z(Sn,k) —n+k, we have Z(S$) =n+k—j, O^j^n.

Slightly different definitions will be employed in the case of monosplines

Mn,k of class (n, k) with knots (1). Here there is of course no possibility of an

interval of identical vanishing. The definition (20) of a zero of order r at a

point x will still be used if x is not a knot, or if x is a knot £, and rgw —2. If

x = £, and

Mn.k(Zi) - M„,*(£0 = • • • = 47„72>(£0 = 0,

then clearly

l(x - $i)n + A(x - £i)n-x,      x < £„
(23) Jl7Bit(x) = r ' ' , .4^7?,

l(* - £0" + S(* - SO""1,      * = 6

in some neighborhood of the point £». We make the convention that

if AB > 0, £„ is a zero of order n — 1;

if 45 < 0, £, is a zero of order n;

(24) if 45 = 0 and B — A > 0, £, is a zero of order w;

if AB = 0 and B — A < 0, £, is a zero of order n + 1.

Then as above we have

Theorem 5. Z(M„ik)^Z(Mn,k)-l, w^2, M'n>k(x) = (d/dx)Mn,k(x).

Proof. If M„,k has a zero of order r„^l at each of the distinct points

x„ l^v^m, then M'n:k, being proportional to a monospline of class (n — 1, k),

has by definition a zero of order r,— l at each xr. If «^3, M'„:k is continuous,

and so has at least one zero in each of the m — 1 intervals (xv, xy+i) , 1 ̂  v = m — 1,

by Rolle's theorem. If « = 2, | M2,k\ has a maximum in each interval (x„ xy+i),

say at x = tr. Now either t, is a continuity point of M2tk, in which case M'2fk(ti)

= 0, or else t, is a knot of M2,k and

Afijb(fc-) X 2tf"i.*(/,+) g 0.

But (l/2)Af2it is a monospline of class (1, k), and so this inequality implies

that Mit(t,) =0, by (23) and (24). Hence in any case Z(M'n,k) ̂  XX, (^-1)

+ (m-l)=Z(Mn,k)-l.

Theorem 6. Z(Mn,k)^n+2k.

Proof. By (n— l)-fold application of Theorem 5 we find that Z(J7n,nO

^Z(Mnntk1) + (n— 1). But Mnji^ is proportional to a monospline of class

(1, k), and thus can clearly have at most 2k + 1 zeros. Hence Z(Mn.k) ^n + 2k.

Thus we have

Z(Mn,k) ^ Z(M'n.k) + 1 ^ • • • ^ Z(M^k1)) + » - l = w + 2k.

Hence, if Z(Mn.k)=n+2k, we have Z(M%k) =n+2k-j, 0^j = w-l.
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Let 9TC„,ft be the set of all monosplines of class (re, k) having n-\-2k zeros

in [0, l], and let

(25) <Tn,k = sup{ I Mn,kix) | : M«,k G 9TC„,*, 0 ^ x ^ l}.

We conjecture that (rn,k = <T„,k+i, in which case <rBljt = l, since clearly a„,o=l.

At any rate we can prove

Lemma 1. an,k%.n\.

Proof. Let Mn^G'Mn.k] then il/nVjM^G^i.k, by the remark following

Theorem 6. Since an element of Sfldi,*, must be of the form x — c, O^cgl, at

every point x of [0, l], we see that oi,»= 1. Let ay be any zero of ilT^t, O^j

gre-2. Now

r * c tn"x Ch   1     (»-i)
(26) MnAx) = re! I       — Mn,k ik)dkdh • • • dtn-U

J«,   J a, J „„_,»!

and so

In  X     n tn-i p  t2     I     J _

I I *   ■   •     | — M»*     00    dhdtt •   •   • din-!
J a,, J <n J o„_J re!

^ w! I     I     - - *   I   ti,*<#i • • • dt„-i = re!.
J o J o Jo

Hence sup{ | Af„.*(x)| : il7„,tG^n,i, Ogxgl} = an.k^nl

We shall also require the following

Lemma 2. For any monospline Mn.k of class in, k),

(28) f   | M„,kit) | A 2: 4(4£ + 4)-<«+1>.
•/ o

Proof. Mn,k has at most k knots in [0, l], and hence there is at least one

subinterval [a, b] C [0, l] of length not less than (fe-(-l)-i in which Mn,k is a

polynomial Pn of degree re with leading coefficient one. Thus

f     |   Mn.kit) |  *
J 0

| />„(<) |<ft = — ib-a) I      Pn   — (6 - a)x + — (6 + a)     dz
(29) J 2 "   ' 2 Jl

Pa       xln+1 f1! P«[(2-1)(6 - a)* + (2-')(6 + a)]

= LT(J-0)J      J_x|-[(2-0(6 - a)]-- **

2: (2* + 2)-(»+1'   inf    f   | P(x) | ax = (2* + 2)-<«+1>XB,
penn J_x
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where IIn denotes the class of all polynomials of degree re with leading coeffi-

cient one. But it is known that A„>0, and in fact

(30) A„ =  C   | Unix) | dx = 2-<»-1>,

where

1   sin Un 4- 1) arccos x]
(31) Unix) =- , -1 £ x £ 1,

2" (1 - x2)1'2

the modified Tchebycheff polynomial of degree re [5, pp. 302-309].

3. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. In our proof of Theorem 1 we shall make

use of a theorem of Schoenberg [8] which we state as

Theorem 7. Given any sequence of numbers xx<x2< • • • <xn+2k, there

exists a unique monospline Mn,k of class (n, k) such that Mn,k(xy)=0, l^v

S^n + 2k. M„,k depends continuously on the sequence {x,}.

We remark that the knots {£„} of this monospline Mn,k are related to its

zeros {x„} by

(32) «*<*<***-*        »>1 i*,*k.
x2v = £„, re = 1

The result for re = l may be verified directly; in fact, the monospline Mi,k is

given by

k

(33) Mi,kit) = (/ — xO — E (*2»+i - Xi,-i)it — Xi,)+,
»—i

(see (23) and (24)). For w>l, we write

Mn.kU)   =  P* + Pn-lit)  +  E PiU ~ fi)+_1.
y-i

Then if £,2^xn+2„_x the function M defined by

"-1 -l

M(t) - r + Pn-iit) + E piif - fc)+
y-i

has at least n-\-2v — 1 zeros, and is evidently a monospline of class (re, v— 1),

contradicting Theorem 6. Similarly, if £v^x2>. the function M defined by

v k 1

MQ) =t" + Pn-iit) + £ P,it - £y)"-x + E  P& - &)+
y-i y=>-+i

has at least n+2(k — v) + l zeros, and is evidently a monospline of class

(n, k — v), again contradicting Theorem 6.
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We also notice that, if k = l, (32) represents the necessary and sufficient

condition that arbitrary values can be interpolated at any n + 1 of the ra + 2

points x, by a spline function S of class (n, 1) with knot £i (see [7, pp. 256-

257]).
Before turning to the proof of Theorem 1, we dispose of the special case

n= 1 of that theorem. Here the situation is somewhat different than for larger

values of n, in that the extrema e2>—i, l^v^k, are not actually assumed, i.e.

they are suprema rather than maxima. We observe that the function Mi,k

defined by

k r i-l no

(34) Mi,k(l) = I - zZ (e*/-i - «y)   ' - en-i ~ X) (en-i - ««*)
i-l L i-l J+

is a monospline of class (1, k) with the properties:

(i)  Mitk is monotone increasing in each of the intervals

e2v-i + 2J (en-i — ev)> e2»+i + Z-i (en-i ~ fi2j) )>

(— °°» ei).    «2*-i + H (ev-i — e2j), °° J ;

(ii)    Mi,k<   e2,_i +   X («*/-i — e2,)    — f =«*»-ij 1 = ^ =• *5

(iii)   Mi,k<   e2,-i +   2~1 (e*i-i — en)   + f = ft-, 1 S v g k.

Hence Mi,* is a function of the type whose existence is asserted by Theo-

rem 1 for « = 1; in the sequel we consider only w = 2, and prove the following

Theorem 8. Suppose iV=3, let x = (x2, ■ ■ • , *w_i) be an (N—2)-tuple of

real numbers with ^i = 0<x2< • • • <xjv_i<1 =xn, let t be a real number, and

let f be a real-valued function of t and x satisfying the following conditions:

(i) f(t, x) is continuous in t for O^t^l, except possibly at some or all of the

points t = Xj;

(ii)   \f(t, x) | ^ h for x as above, 0 g t^L 1;

(iii) G(t, x) =fo\f(s, x)|ds is continuous in x for x as above;

(iv) G(l, x) ^g>0 for all x as above;

(v) f(xj, x)=0 for each l^j^N such that f(t, x) is continuous at t = Xj,

while f(t, x)^0 for all other O^t^l;

(vi) f(t, x) changes sign at each point t=Xj, l^j^N; for definiteness we

suppose that f(t, x) <0 for xN-i<t<\, so that sgn\f(t, x)] = ( — \)ir~i~l, xy_i<t

<Xj, 2^j^N.
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Let F(t, x) =f'of(s, x)ds, and let Bu B2, • • • , BN be a sequence of real numbers

such that Bi = 0,

Bn < Pn-1, $N-i < Bn-z, • • • ,

Bif-i > Bif-i,      Bn-z > Btf-t, • • • ,

so that sgn[/3y—j8y_i] = (—l)w~"'-1. Then there exists a vector x and a number

X > 0 such that

(35) Fixj, x) = XBj, i^j^N.

Before proving Theorem 8, we show that it implies Theorem 1, n 2:2. In

the above notation, let iV = re-r-2£ — 1 and let f/n be the monospline of class

(re — 1, k) which has a simple zero at each of the points xy. Such a monospline

exists uniquely, and depends continuously on the vector x, by Theorem 7.

Conditions (i), (v), and (vi) are clearly satisfied: / is indeed negative in

(xjv-i, 1), since otherwise, being positive for t sufficiently large, it would have

a zero of even order at t = 1. Conditions (ii) and (iv) are also fulfilled, accord-

ing to Lemmas 1 and 2. Condition (iii) is surely met if re2:3, since then/ is

itself continuous in t and x. If re = 2, f/2 is as given by (33) with xx = 0,

x2fc+x=l, and we find that

»

Git, X) = E { [(< H X2y)  - X2y_x]2 -  [(/ Pi X2y_x)  - XSy_x]2

(36) "*    . .        . . ,
4- [x2j+i - (tHxij)]2 - [x2j+i — (tr\x2j+i)\2),

where aP\6 = min{a, 6}. Hence G is continuous in x, and the conditions of

Theorem 8 are all satisfied. Let Bj = ej—ei, l^j^n-\-2k — l. Then by Theo-
rem 8 there exists a vector x and a X>0 such that (35) holds. F is surely a

monospline of class (re, k), and hence is of the form

Fit, x) = F 4- 5„-X,*(0

for some spline function 5„_i,* of class (re—1, k). But then the function

M„,k defined by

1
Mn.kit)   -  t* + — 5n-l,*(X1'"/)   +  ei

X

is a monospline of the type whose existence is asserted by Theorem 1.

The cases n 2; 2, n + 2k —1 = 1 or 2, i.e. k = 0, w = 2 or 3, are not covered by

Theorem 8. However, we may take for F the functions defined by

(t2, n = 2, k = 0,
Fit, x) = \

I 2~1(2/3 - 3t2), re = 3, k = 0,

and the above argument still applies.
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We turn now to the proof of Theorem 8, for which we shall require two

additional lemmas. Let "1? denote the family of all real, continuous, strictly

increasing functions c/> defined on [0, l], such that 0(0) =0. For <p, \{/ in $,

define A(<j>, $) =max{ \<j>(z)—\f/(z)\ : Ogz^l}; then clearly (<£, A) is a metric

space. Let y2, y%, ■ ■ ■ , ys be a sequence of positive numbers.

Lemma 3. For every 4>E& there is a unique subdivision 0<z2< ■ ■ ■ <2jv_i

< 1 of the interval [0, 1 ] such that

<j>(z2) _ c6(z3) ~ <KzQ  _ _ cj>(l) — (&(zjy-Q
yoi)

72 y3 y&

Proof. The existence of such a subdivision, but not its uniqueness, is a

consequence of the n-lattice theorem [6]. We give a direct proof in this simple

case. For any vector z=(z2, • • • , Zn-i) which satisfies (37) it is true that

c6(z2) c6(z3) c6(l)

(38)- -—- - • • ■ - —-
72 72+73 A

2-i 7j
y-i

Hence, t = z, is the unique solution of the equation

v

E27i

(39) * = ^-1-^-c6(l) -, 2£v£N-l.

E7i
.  i=2

For fixed y( and <j> as above, let z* = (zf, • • • , z&-0 be the corresponding

subdivision of [0, l], and let z? = 0, zft=l.

Lemma 4. z* is a continuous function of 4>.

Proof. By (37) and (38) we have

A.I \ 23 7i
(4») ^iy = 7T"x" 1&jiN-

i—2

Suppose A(<p„ eft)—>0, and that for each positive integer v and each j we have

also

(41) ^f- Xj, 1SJSN.

Given 0<€<l/2, suppose that j4(c6„ </>) <e for v>v(. Then for such values of

v we have
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(42) (1 - e)<KZy) < 0,(£) < (1 + <)0(zy).

Suppose it has been established that \zf — zf>\ <€ for j<p and v>vl,'^.vt. If

p = N the proof is complete by the definition of z%. If 2^p<N there are two

cases to consider.

(i) 2*^2*'. Then

0,(Z*') < (1 + €){0(z*') - [<K4') - 0(zt)]},

0 g 0f>*) - 0(4) < 0(4') - 0,(4') + -f- <P>(£) < e[l + « 4- 0(1)].
1 + «

(ii) z*'^z+. Then

(1 - «){0(4') + [0(4) - 0(4')]} < <*,„(4'),

0 g 0(4) - 0(4') < *»(**') - 0(2*') + r-1- <K4') < e[l + 20(1)].
1   —   6

Hence in either case 4>(z*") —>0(2*) as v—> °o, and so z*'—>z^ since 0 is continuous

and strictly increasing. Thus there is a v„+12:^ such that |z/ —2y*'| <€ for

j<p-\-\ and J,>fM+x2;j/„ and the truth of the lemma follows by induction.

Let x and / be as in the statement of Theorem 8, and let (y2, • • • , yjv)

be a fixed sequence of positive numbers. Surely the function G defined in

condition (iii) is an element of ($, A); hence by Lemma 3 there exists a

vector zx=(z%, • • • , z#_x) such that Q<z%< • • • <z#_x<l, and such that

Gizi, x)      Giz3, x) - Gizi, x) _ _ Gil, x) — GizN-i, x)

72 73 7jv

By Lemma 4 the mapping T: (x2, • • • , XAr_i)—»(z2, • • • , z$-i) is continuous

on the open set {x: 0<x2< • • • <xat-X<1 }, since zx is a continuous function

of G and G is continuous in x. The above equations may be rewritten as

yyj   \f(t,x)\dt

(43) f' |/(<, *)!<« =-^-> 2^j^N,

i-2

so that

ysf \fit,*)\dt
(zy - Zy_X) SUp{ | /(/, x) \  '. Z*_i ^ t ^ Zy)   2:-,

E7,
i-i
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by the first mean-value theorem, and

(44) (z*_2;_l);>_^-

*5>i
i=2

by (ii) and (iv) of Theorem 8. Choose any positive e less than

.     ' 1        g72 gynr
mm    — ; -> • • ■ ,-

\ N N N

hZyi h}Z
•'=2 i=-2

Then we have shown that

(45) z* - zy_i = « > 0, 2 -g j g N.

But this implies that the function T above maps the closed (N— 2)-simplex

{x: e ^ x2 ^ xt - e g • • • = xN-i - (N - 3)e ^ 1 - (N - 2)e}

continuously into itself, and so the Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem (see [9,

pp. 242-245]) guarantees the existence of at least one vector x for which
zx-x.

We can now complete the proof of Theorem 8. For, since ||3y—j3,-+i| >0,

1 =j = N— 1, there exists by the above discussion a vector x for which

G(x2, x)        G(xi} x) — G(x2, x) G(l, x) — G(xN-i, x)
(46) -j-r =-1-i- = • • • = -j-j-— •

But since f(t, x) is of constant sign in each interval (Xj-i, x,) it follows from

(vi) that

G(Xj, x) - G(xj-i, x) =  f ' |/(/, *) | * = (-1)"-'-1 f ' /(/, *)<**
(47) J i,-_j J ^.j

= (-l)»-i-i[F(xj,x)-F(xj-i,x)],

2 ^j ^ N, and hence (46) may be rewritten as

F(x2, x) _ F(x3,x) - F(x2,x) _ _ F(l, *) - F(xN-u x)

ft ^ -fit fa- fa_i
= X > 0,

so that (35) holds and Theorem 8 is proved.

We base our proof of Theorem 2 on Theorem 1 and the following

Theorem 9. If n^2, and if there exists a monospline Mn,k of class (n, k)

and a sequence of points — l=xo<#i< • • • <xn+2k = l such that M„,k has a
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relative extremum at each point x„ with Mn,k(xr) = ( — l)"Mn,k(xo), 0 <v<n + 2k,

then Mn,k= M*t, so that the latter exists uniquely.

Proof. The unique M2,k with extrema in [x0, x2+2k] at {x„}o+2i is given by

M2,k(x) = M2,kix0) — (xx — xo)2 + (x — xi)2

(49) *
— 2 2^ (*2H-X — X2v-i)(x — Xii)+,

as may easily be verified. The requirements x0=—1, M2,k(xi)= — M2,k(x0)

imply that 2M2,k( — 1) = (xx4-l)2, and by induction we find (xy — xy_x)2

= (xx4-l)2, l<Lj^2k + 2. Hence the x/s are equally spaced, and M2tk — M£k

as given in (9) of §1. Thus we need consider only re 2:3.

Let Mn,k be a monospline of class (re, k), «2:3, let — l=xo<xx< • • •

<x„+2t=l be a sequence of points such that Mn,k(xv) = ( — l)n-"eo for some

eo>0, with | Mn,k(x) | <eo for X9^x„ and let Nn,k be any other monospline of

class (re, k) such that |iVB,k(x)| ^e0, — lgxgl. Assume that Mn.k^Nn,k\

then A — Mn,k — Nn,k is a spline function of class (re—1, r) for some 0^r^2k.

Denote the interval [ — 1, l] by J, and let 7 be any maximal open subinterval

of J in which A vanishes identically. It is clear that an end-point of 7 must

be either a knot of Mn,k or a knot of Mn,k or one of the points x= ± 1. Suppose

that 7 contains v points which are knots of either Mn,k or Nn,k, and note that

they must in fact be common to both functions Mn,k and Nn,k. Now Mn,k is a

monospline of class (re, v) in 7, and M„ik is continuous. Hence AfBit must

vanish at each extremum of M„,k in 7, unless one of the points x= +1 is an

end-point of 7. Thus Mn,k has at most n-\-2v— 1 extrema in 7, by Theorem 6,

unless one of the points x= +1 is an end-point of 7, in which case Mn,k has

at most re 4- 2v extrema in 7.

Suppose there are exactly p such intervals 7y, with Vj knots common to

both Mn.k and Nn.k in 7y. Then A has exactly np — p' zeros in Ux Ij, where

p' = (p — 2, p— 1, p) according as (both, one, neither) of the points x= + 1 are

found among the end-points of the intervals 7y. We wish to count the number

of zeros of A in K = J—Uf Ij. In doing this, according to the prescription

given in §2, we must collapse each interval Ij to a point. But then A is actually

a spline function of class (re—1, 2£ —£' —2E? vj), since 2vj+1 of the original

2k knots are lost when each interval Ij is collapsed to a point, unless one of

the points x = + 1 is an end-point of 7y, when only 2vj knots are lost.

For each j, let 7/ be a relatively open subinterval of J which contains 7y

but which contains no zeros or knots of A or extrema of Mn,k which are not

already contained in 7y. Then Mn,k has at least n + 2k + l—np+p' — 2 2Jivj

extrema in K' = J— Ux 7/ , according to the above discussion, and A has only

isolated zeros in K', and the number of zeros of A is the sum of those to be

found in K' and the np — p' already found in 11? 7y. We remark that, by

Theorem   4,    np-p'^Z(A)^n+2k-l-p'-2^ Vj^n+2k-i-p',   and
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hence p^ [(n + 2k — l)/n]. Note also that K' is the disjoint union of p' + l

closed subintervals of J.

To complete the proof of Theorem 2 we require two lemmas.

Lemma 5. If the closed interval KjQK' contains m of the points x„ then A

has at least m — 1 zeros in Kj.

Proof. Since we consider only w^3, Mn,k, N„,k, and A all have continuous

first derivatives. Consider the subintervals [xn, x,2), [xVi, x„s), • • • ,

[#„„,_!, Xym] of Kj, noting that xrj is a maximum (minimum) of Mn,k according

as« — Vj is even (odd). Suppose it has been established that, for some 2^j^m,

either

(i) A has at least j—1 zeros on [xH, xrj_j], or

(ii) A has at least/ —2 zeros on \xn, xVj_i),

where (i) and (ii) are not necessarily exclusive. One of these conditions is

surely met if j = 2. Then, in case (i), A has at least (/+1) —2 zeros on

[xPl, x,i). In case (ii), either

(a) A(*„,_,) =0, and A'(*„,_,) =0 if j'^3, or

(b) A(x„.)=0, and A'(^.)=0 if j^m-1, or

(c) Nn,k is above (below) Mn,k at xrj_v and below (above) Mn,k at xfj,

according as n — Vj is even (odd), and hence A(x) =0 for some xVi_1<x<xyj.

In any case we recover one of the conditions (i) or (ii), with/ replaced by

/+1. If we are in case (i) for j = m, the proof is complete. If we are in case

(ii) for j — m, we may apply the induction argument once more, and again

the proof is complete.

Lemma 6. If each of the q disjoint closed intervals KjEK', and if UJ Kj
contains m of the points x„ then A has at least m — q zeros in U\ Kj.

Proof. This is clearly so for q = 2, using Lemma 5, and the result for arbi-

trary q?±m follows by induction.

Returning now to the theorem proper, since K' contains at least n + 2k + l

— np+p' — 2^3i Vj of the points x„, and K' is the disjoint union of p' + l

closed intervals, A has at least n + 2k — np — 2 2~^l Vj zeros in K' by Lemmas 5

and 6, and hence at least n + 2k — p'— 2^i Vj zeros in all. But we have al-

ready seen that A is a spline function of class (n—1, 2k—l—p' — 2 2^X Vj),

and thus it can have at most n + 2k — 1— p'— 2^ Vj zeros, by Theorem 4.

Thus A = 0, and the theorem is proved.

Finally, we must show that Theorem 2, «^2, follows from Theorems 1

and 9, the case w = l of Theorem 2 having been settled in §1. Let Mn,k be

any monospline of class (n, k) which has as its relative extrema the numbers

e, = (— l)n~r, l^v^n + 2k — l, with Mn,k(xv)—e„ Xj<xj+i. Such a monospline

exists, by Theorem 1. Let xa be the unique point to the left of xx such that

Mn,k(xo) = ( —1)", and similarly let xn+2k be the unique point to the right of

xn+2k-i such that Mn,k(xn+2k) = 1. Such points surely exist, since Mn,k is con-
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tinuous and monotone outside the interval [xx, xn+2*_x], by the remark follow-

ing Theorem 6, and MB,,(xn+s*_i) = — 1, Afn,t(xx) = ( —l)n_1. Let 2X = xn+2*

— Xo, and 2p = xn+2k+Xo, and define the monospline N of class (re, k) by

(49) Nix) =X~nMn,kiXx + p).

Since N has absolutely equal extrema at n + 2k + l points of the interval

[ — 1, l], including both end-points, with alternating signs, N=M*it by

Theorem 9, and the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.

4. The order of the approximation. Let 8„it denote the maximum value

of M*,t(x) on the interval [ — 1, l]. In the light of equations (8)—(11) it is

not unreasonable to conjecture that 5b,a = 21-"(14-X„^), with X„—>0 as re—><».

At any rate, it is of interest to bound 8n,k above and below.

A presumably very crude lower bound may be obtained as follows. The

k knots of M*jt divide the interval [ — 1, l] into k + 1 subintervals, at least

one of which must be of length 2(£ + l)_1 or more. In this subinterval M*t

is a polynomial of degree n with leading coefficient one, and hence cannot

depart less from zero than does the polynomial (i+k)~nT„[(k + l)x] in the

interval [— (1+fe)-1, (14-&)-1], where Tn is as in (5). Hence

(50) 8n.k 2s 21~"(1 + k)~\

As to an upper bound, the Bernoulli polynomials (see [l, chapter 5]) Bn

defined by

ze** "    Bn(x) .    .
(51) --=E -rz"'        h|   <2x, Ogx^l,

e' — 1      „=o     re!

are known to satisfy the equation

(52) Bn(x + 1) = Bn(x) + rex""1.

From a consideration of the periodic extension of period unity of B„ it is

clear that the polynomial Bn, its leading coefficient being one, may be con-

sidered as a component of a monospline of class (re, k). For re odd, the func-

tions Bn are properly centered, i.e. max Bn(x) = — min Bn(x). For n even this

is not the case, but it may be brought about by subtracting the quantity

2-"B„(0). Thus we consider instead of B the function B* defined by

(53) #!(x) = Bnix) - 2-"£„(0),

B„(0) being equal to zero for re odd. Finally we change the variable so that

the interval [0, l] is mapped onto the interval [0, 2(14-fc)-1], defining

(54) B*n.kix) = —^— Bn \— ik + l)xl,     0^x^2ik+ I)-1.
ik + 1)"      L 2 J

Since J3B|t is a component of a properly centered monospline of class (re, k),
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5„,;b is surely not greater than the maximum value of B*fk on the interval

[0, 2(k + 1)-1]. For n even, this remark permits the estimate

(55) 8n.k <  ' (2- - 1) £-,
K   J (k+ 1)" 37t»-2(k + 1)»

while for n odd we find similarly

2-'nl7J„-1(0)| «1
(56) 5„,t g-=->

*(* + 1)" 37t"-2(k + 1)»

so that the estimate

»!
(57) 8n k ^-
V   ' 3*»-2(k + 1)»

is available in all cases. A comparison of (50) with (57) is disappointing in so

far as the behavior of 5,,,* for fixed k is concerned, as the coefficient of (k + l)~n

tends strongly to zero in the first case and strongly to infinity in the second,

as n tends to infinity.
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